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draw from Scripture. I think it is a point which we base on observation

We think it is right, now maybe we are wrong, it is a xx mtter for

consideration. It is not a Scriptural point. Now ther are mny other

things which aredrawn which are, which may be highly debatable, but

I don't think there are many people today who are using types in that

way. My observation is that people today who go wild on types, and there

are many who do, are people who get the truth they are representing

from clear statements in the Scripture, in the main. And then, instead

of presenting that truth, from the xtatamtx statement in Scripture

that gives it clearly, they take a type that his nothing to do with

it, but they present the truth. Well, now it ztExxxx*uxxx is an

entirely different thing, as you can see, from using the type as a

source of gathering truth.

;.nd I think ti-nt is important to recognize the fact tht a,

now that we have the New Testament, that we have the full explanation of

the fact of Christ's life, I think it is very important that we have

at a minimum any gathering of truth from types. And I don't think there

are many who do. A type is a divinely pruposed illustration. Now

before the coming of Christ it was necessary to gather truth from types.

We saw through a u glass darkly. We still do. But that illustration

Ca be applied to that. The tabernacle, the sacrifices, many fo the

things told us in the Scripture are told, were told then, in order

to give n apprehension, to give an idea of something irportant, to

present an idea to the mind. Now people understood mor these ideas

more or less fully. They did not have the whole story of Christ. They

gathered from these types certain ideas when were presented to their

minds. Now those ideas ire explained in the New Testament, because we

have the actual facts of Christ's life. Now we get the facts from

the New Testament about these great doctrines, having gotten them, we

find them presented and prefigured ± and illustrated in the Old

Testament. And the illustrations are useful to us and helpful and they
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